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Snacks to eat on the go, likeDry Fruits, Nutri Bar, Chips,Cookies, etc.
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Please carry a Phone number

that works overseas.
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Walking Shoes are must

for everyone.
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Universal Adapter, carry

1 per person.
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Charger for your Mobile,
camera etc.

Umbrella Electric kettle
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Necessary Medicines,balm.
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Tea, Sugar, Milk Sachet,Ready to mix Tea Sachet.
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Please check the weather on

Google during your travel

period and carry Warm

clothes accordingly. Please do

not over-pack.

Follow Travel Tips for a better
experience on your international tour



On arrival at the airport after baggage Collection
and immigration formalities do not spend time in
duty free shops. At the earliest reach your coach or
you might miss the coach. if you get stuck
somewhere you must inform the transporter waiting
for you outside.

Always take a photo in your mobile or camera of the
registration plate of the vehicle in which you are
travelling and also note the telephone number of the
Tour manager at your first contact. This will help you
to locate the vehicle.

Coach drivers are strict due to coach timing
regulation. If you are late, he will not take your bags
as they have to stack them in the luggage
compartment.

Be on time as you might miss your coach. 

Eating and drinking is strictly prohibited inside the
coach.

All travellers must go through the most important
travel tips. The lead passenger must share it with
other accompanying travellers.

Every traveller should Buy a overseas SIM card from
India only or from the country of your departure. Buying
local SIM from Europe option is not available as local SIM
will work only in the country where it is purchased and
the activation process is also time taking usually.

Be 10 minutes in advance to the time given by the
tour leader.

Keep an eye on your group leader and it is your
responsibility to follow him and not to miss him in any
circumstances.

Always ensure that you have visited the washroom
before boarding the coach as the coach will not halt
once it moves as streets are not allowed for such
purposes.

You will have to come on your own on the missing
coach at your cost by availing taxi service. Do not
fight or argue if you miss the coach. If you find any
problem, it can be sorted out later on. So do not
spoil your tour. Police are very strict and shouting is
not permissible.

In no circumstances will the coach wait for any tourist who has to stay
back during police action due to his wrongful conduct (such as heated
arguments resulting in a fight, assault, imputation harming the
reputation of others, etc.

Passports, valuables, currency and personal
jewellery must be always kept safe along with you.
Never leave your baggage and handbags, including
camera or mobile unattended, as pickpocketing &
theft is common with foreign tourists. Please also be
watchful at the breakfast area inside the hotel.



You are an Indian ambassador in another country, so
please see that your conduct is appreciable. We are
first in the world in treating guests (athiti devo bhava).
Similarly, we should show that we are first in our
conduct in a foreign land.

Drinking (alcohol) is allowed in a few restaurants. If it is
available, you can buy alcohol from the restaurant.
Bringing in your own drinks or eatables in a restaurant is
not allowed. If you are found doing so, you will be
charged (cork charge).

The breakfast and dinner buffets provided by hotels
and restaurants are a convenient and enjoyable way
to start or end your day. However, it is important to
respect certain etiquette. Please do not take items
from the buffet to store them for later consumption.
We believe that following these guidelines will help
maintain a positive image for travellers from our
country and avoid the embarrassment caused by
hotel staff stopping you.

Everyone must carry walking shoes. Most of the historic
cities have narrow roads and tours are conducted by
walk, coaches cannot go in narrow roads or due to
pollution control rules vehicles are not allowed to go in
some areas to protect heritage buildings.in those cities
lot of walk is involved. Few of the names of such cities
are Rome, Pisa, Venice, Prague, Spanish and British
cities etc.   

Breakfast, lunch, and dinner times are fixed. If you miss
the time slot given for breakfast, lunch, or dinner, then
you will have to buy eatables at your cost.

Do not get offended when they say it is not India but Europe / United
Kingdom, as this means they have less manpower and very limited
access to many things. Not only this, they get an hourly salary unlike
India where salary is given on a monthly basis, hence they count on
hours.

Shouting and arguing with each other is strictly
prohibited. Defaming each other loudly, is viewed as
the offence of slander and is punishable. Police are very
strict in Europe / United Kingdom and they do not think
twice before arresting offending persons found
quarrelling and shouting. Respect time and do not
quarrel.

Do not stick around the reception counter, while hotel
check-in. Hotel staff may ask you to go away and sit.
This act causes embarrassment to both the
receptionist as well as the person sticking around.

Buy an Oxygen cylinder before going to high altitude if
you are habitual of breathing problems or avoid going
there.


